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with anxiety, fear, and insecurity, Ginger Harrington invites women to discover how intentional choices made in the moment can become holy habits that open the door
to healing and freedom. With a refreshing perspective, she shows that holiness isn’t a rigid standard to keep but a gift to receive through a vital relationship with God,
who makes us whole. Holy in the Moment explores the practical power of choices to grow in holiness without the pressure of perfectionism. Through gentle
encouragement, biblical insights, and applicable ideas learn to discern feelings and overcome distractions and shame, adapt God’s equation for obedience, live a
praying life, discover methods for practicing holiness in parenting and the importance of rest, embrace biblical love and forgiveness, and understand how work
becomes holy. Find healing and wholeness with simple choices to love God, embrace truth, and enjoy every moment of life with practical ways to be holy by choosing to
trust God, rely on his wisdom, and live from his resources.
A Moment with God-Travis S. Holmes 2016-06-30 This book is written to help, shape, form, and foster a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ. Through
spending quality time with our Savior and Lord, it is how and why the believer growths and develops a personal solid, sound, and strong relationship. Relationships are
built and develop from spending quality time with the person who you love the most. If a person truly loves God, He/she will spend that quality time with Him. Someone
stated, "Time is money and losing time is losing money." The blessings will not flourish or multiply, unless the individual spending quality and meaningful time with the
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The fact of the matter is that Lord Jesus Christ is the Blesser, and a person should have a need, desire, and want to spend time with the
one who blesses him/her. Spending quality time with the Lord Jesus Christ is dedicating and committing to worship, prayer, and studying His word. It is not about
reading or quoting scriptures, but mediating and fellowship with Him. Having "A Moment with God" is about spending a committed and dedicated time with the Lord
Jesus Christ on a daily and consistence, continuous, and constant basis. Psalm 1:2, "But his delight is in the law of the Lord; and in his law doth he mediate day and
night." A Moment with God is about delighting, which indicates that a person must spend time, cleave, and commit to worship, prayer, and mediating on His word.
There is no secret to knowing, loving, and worshiping God, because these things happen when a person "abide[s] in Him and He abides in him/her" (John 15:7)-"If ye
abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you." The word abide means to set up residence or dwelling in the midst of.
Through spending A Moment with God, it is asking, requesting, and praying for the ultimate worship, fellowship, and praise to take course, which is the ultimate
resolution of God dwelling in the midst of. This is when a person knows that God is doing more than listening and answering prayers-he is actually dwelling within the
person. Hopefully, through this book, A Moment with God: Devotional Book, the individual will develop, learn, and gather principles and concepts of significance value
for spending quality time with God that will develop and foster a productive and positive relationship that will yield results. This is my prayer and hope.
God Moments-Andy Otto 2017-04-07 Where do you seek God? Are you waiting for him to appear in a monumental, life-altering event? In God Moments, Catholic
blogger Andy Otto shows you how to discover the unexpected beauty of God’s presence in the story of ordinary things and in everyday routines like preparing breakfast
or walking in the woods. Drawing on the Ignatian principles of awareness, prayer, and discernment, Otto will help you discover the transforming power of God’s
presence in your life and better understand your place in the world. Andy Otto found God’s presence in surprising moments during his life—when, as a Jesuit scholastic,
he taught children in Jamaica and also as he discerned the call to marriage with his wife. By combining elements of Ignatian spirituality with the lessons that came from
his experiences, Otto identified three practices that helped him find God in all things: Awareness—Gain an understanding that God is present in the ordinary messiness
of our lives such as battle with depression or sharing in the struggle of a friend. Prayer—Develop a prayer life using Ignatian practices such as asking for a morning
grace and examining how your prayer was answered at the end of the day. That way you can focus on a personal relationship with God that finds everyday physical
activities such as making a meal as an opportunity to talk to him. Discernment—The more you are aware of God’s presence and draw closer to him in prayer, the better
you can learn how to plug into God’s narrative of the world in a way that enables you to participate in the divine story through the use of your gifts and talents. With
God Moments as a guide, you’ll have a better understanding of how to seek personal wholeness in the reality of God’s presence in the ordinary and learn to accept his
invitation to participate in his transformation of the world.
A Moment with God for Graduates-Maribeth Walker 2012-02-01 Celebrate the end of one chapter of your life and the beginning of a brand new adventure, all the while
taking a moment with God. Graduation is a milestone and a crossroad for everyone. They are beginning a new phase of their life. Give your graduate a simple way to
keep God at the center during this transitional time with these fifty-eight moving prayers with accompanying Scriptures written now using the Common English Bible
translation. Brief bursts of inspiration allow busy youth to take time to pray in just a few short, inspirational minutes. The beautiful design and size make it a gift that
will be treasured and remembered. Some of the prayers included are: Making Plans Facing the Future Hope Distractions Real Job First Impressions Surprise Endings
and more! Check out some of our prayer books in this series in the Related Products Section below.
Quiet Moments with God for Women- This devotional is tailored towards the unique experiences faced by women in life. Part of the best-selling Quiet Moments with
God Devotional Series.
A Moment with God for Volunteers-Lisa Flinn 2011-06-01 If you love the title, you'll love the book -- and if the title isn't your cup of tea, you'll still love this book! The
latest in a series of books of everyday life meditations, this one for volunteers is just wonderful. Down-to-earth, short prayers filled with humor and a true
understanding of the diversity of volunteering today. One small page for each of 58 different types of volunteer work, from Coaching to Being a Designated Driver to
Gleaning a Harvest. If you have to inspire a group at the start of a work day or give the benediction at a recognition event -- here's your resource. Non-sectarian but
with one brief Bible quote per page.
Quiet Moments Alone with God-Emilie Barnes 2009-01-15 Author and home management expert Barnes wrote "Quiet Moments Alone with God" to help women develop
consistent devotional habits. This beautiful deluxe edition, with a padded cover and in a take-anywhere compact size, is filled with heartfelt meditations for busy
women.
A Moment with God for Single Parents-Ramona Richards 2011-06-01 A Moment with God for Single Parents, provides 58 prayers appropriate for their audience. Most
importantly with busy lifestyles today, the length of the prayers is short enough to be read in only a couple of minutes. The inclusion of a Scripture passage for every
prayer makes these books suitable for use in both personal and group devotion. Available in convenient pocket-size.
A Moment with God for Those Who Grieve-Dale Clem 2011-08-01 Now using the Common English Bible Translation! This book in the A Moment with God Series will
help during a time of loss. With fifty-eight moving Scriptures and appropriate prayers, it makes a perfect gift for those going through the grief process. Short bursts of
inspiration allow busy youth to take time to pray in just a few short, inspirational minutes. It could easily be used in group devotion as well as for personal reflection
time. The beautiful design and size make it a gift that will be treasured and remembered. Check out some of the prayers books in this series in the Related Products
Section below.
A Moment with God-Love D'Chae 2019-03-10 This beautifully written prayer journal contains 150 journal pages, which allows readers to reflect, and communicate their
prayers to God. This journal provides an outlet to journal Today's Verse, Prayer Requests, Gratitude, as well as Blank Areas for additional personal expression. It also
contains uplifting bible scriptures and affirmations throughout. Use this journal as a tool to help build or strengthen your personal relationship with Christ. Printed on
high quality stock and sized at 8 x 10, it offers plenty of space for self-expression. Full Specifications: - 8.5" x 11" inches -150 pages -Premium matte cover design
A Moment With God-Kenny Bowyer 2012-01-22 Teens today live in a "now" world. They are busier than ever, and always on the go. However, no matter how busy they
get, sometimes it's better to just slow down, and have a "Moment With God". "A Moment With God..." was written by a Youth Pastor, who has been in the same shoes as
teens, and even though he's a Youth Pastor, he still struggles and fights the same problems and temptations as everyone else does.
Everyday Moments with God-Valorie Quesenberry 2012-10-01 This brand-new prayer collection is designed for those “everyday moments” in your life—the tired
moments, the stressed-out moments, the joyful moments, the tearful moments, the peaceful and chaotic moments. . . Dozens of practical and encouraging prayers,
complemented by related scripture selections, will inspire you to strengthen your heart-connection to the heavenly Father. God really does care about every moment in
your life!
Morning Moments with God-Grace Fox 2014-01-01 Do you desire to draw near to God? Discover fresh biblical insights and renew your spirit as you journey through
more than 150 new devotions for women by popular author Grace Fox. These gems of godly wisdom focus on God’s faithfulness and reflect on His power, presence, and
promises in your life today. You will experience practical encouragement as you savor multifaceted chapters like: Motorbikes and Leather Loving Naomi The Power of
Three Little Words When Life Doesn’t Make Sense Will You Help Me, Please? These engaging devotions for women allow you to draw near to God as you develop a
greater appreciation for how God’s truth is woven throughout all of your days and deepen your trust in Him to provide for all of your tomorrows.
Present Perfect-Gregory A. Boyd 2010 Popular author and pastor Gregory Boyd's Present Perfect will help you experience true spiritual transformation. Boyd shows you
how in this thoughtful, accessible book. Ponder the meditations. Consider the practical applications. Then embrace this discipline and discover its life-transforming
significance!
God in the Moment-Kathy Coffey 2005
The Better Mom Devotional-Ruth Schwenk 2018-10-23 As a mom, you always want to give your best to your family. The Better Mom Devotional will help you focus who
you are becoming rather than what you are accomplishing. Find freedom from mom-guilt, the myth of perfection, and the endless to-do list of motherhood, and step into
your greatest adventure yet: becoming The Better Mom. Rediscover the gift of motherhood with The Better Mom Devotional by trusted author Ruth Schwenk. As a busy
mom of four, she understands the constant needs of raising a family, but she has uncovered a secret: becoming a better mom starts not with what you are doing but
with who you are becoming. As you read The Better Mom Devotional, you will find: How God changes you from the inside out so you can increasingly experience His
presence Intentional ways to grow deeper faith in this busy time of life The true calling of motherhood: training, disciplining, and loving your children well The lifegiving impact of fostering honest, loving friendships The importance (and simplicity!) of creating a welcoming, functional, and beautiful home for your family—no
Pinterest boards required! One hundred devotions will encourage and inspire you with Scripture, reflection questions, and journaling space to jot down your thoughts
and prayers. Each devotion, filled with Bible teaching, personal stories, and application, will help you open your heart to experience more of God's love, truth, and
grace. Find freedom from mom-guilt, the myth of perfection, and the endless to-do list of motherhood, and step into your greatest adventure yet: becoming The Better
Mom.

Moment with God: A Devotional on Every Biblical Book-John D. Barry 2016-05-10
Moments with God-Brenda Walsh 2016 Life is busy. It's hard to find a moment to ourselves, a moment to think, to pray, and to connect with God. Yet the busier we are,
the more we need that moment when we can take breath and remember that we are not in this world alone. Unlike your typical devotional, with a reading for each day
of the year, moments with God is timeless. You can read one page each day or use the index to find a topic that speak to your life at that moment. Over and over, you
will find words of comfort to share with friends or loved ones who may be facing a crisis. Moments with God overflows with encouragement and inspiration. On each
page, you will find a message of hope and love that will lift your heart toward heaven.
A Moment with God for Teachers-Karen Cropsey 2011-08-01 Sometimes a moment with God is all a person needs as they move through their day. Teachers are called
on to help shape the children. Whether preparing lesson plans, starting the day or between classes, the fifty-eight prayers with accompanying Scriptures found inside
are perfect for you or any school teacher you know. The prayers allow you to center and know God is with you as you work to serve in this important role. It could easily
be used in group devotion as well as for personal reflection time. The beautiful design and size make it a gift that will be treasured and remembered. Get a copy for the
teachers in your life and if you are a teacher, pick up one for yourself. Now using the Common English Bible translation, you can easily use the prayers for group
devotion as well as for personal reflection time. The beautiful design and size make it a keepsake to treasure and remember. Some of the prayers included are:
Elementary School Teachers Junior High School Teachers High School Teachers A Monday Morning Prayer At Report Card Time Loving “the Unloveable” Students Who
Are Ill My Own Children and more!
A Moment with God for Caregivers-Becky Fish 2011-06-01 This popular series of convenient pocket-size books offers 58 prayers in each volume. An excellent resource
to use for brief devotions that fit in with today's busy lifestyle. Includes Scripture passages with each prayer. For personal or group use. *A Moment with God for
Caregivers--Touching prayers for anyone in the business of caring.
Quiet Moments with God-Joseph Murphy 1960 The gifts of God are mine. We are gathered together in the Presence of God from whom all blessings flow. I use every
moment of this day to glorify God. God’s Harmony, Peace, and Abundance are mine. Divine Love flowing from me blesses all who come into my atmosphere. God’s Love
is felt by all present here and His Love is healing them now.
A Moment with God for Teens-Lisa Flinn 2011-08-01 Now using the Common English Bible Translation! Teens are at a unique place in their faith journey. Life is moving
fast and they need a moment with God. As part of our A Moment with God series, this book of fifty-eight moving Scriptures and prayers written in teen-friendly
language makes it a perfect gift for any teen. Short bursts of inspiration allow busy youth to take time to pray in just a few short, inspirational minutes. It could easily
be used in group devotion as well as for personal reflection time. The beautiful design and size make it a gift that will be treasured and remembered. Check out some of
the prayers books in this series in the Related Products Section below.
Paws for a Moment with God-Product Concept Mfg., Inc. 2010-01-01 In ways you may have never considered, there is wisdom to be learned by observing the habits,
curiosities, and antics of a cat. This book of reflections and devotionals will inspire and encourage and if one of the blessings you have been given is the companionship
of a wonderful cat, then cozy in together and spend a moment with God.
A Moment With God For Children-Barbara Younger 2011-06-01 This popular series of convenient pocket-size books offers 58 prayers in each volume. An excellent
resource to use for brief devotions that fit in with today's busy lifestyle. Includes Scripture passages with each prayer. For personal or group use. *A Moment with God
for Children--addresses common concerns and experiences of young children.
Powerful Moments with God-Kay Arthur 2009-01-15 A renowned Bible teacher and author couples a carefully chosen Scripture with a moment-long, heartwarming
devotion to create this compact, 365-day devotional. The pages are dated and include space for readers to write out their own personal thoughts or prayers.
Moments with God for Moms (Lux-Leather Edition)-Karen Stubbs 2016-02-22 Whether you are a first-time mom of a newborn or a seasoned mom of a teenager, Karen
Stubbs knows that you need encouragement and a little time out. This year-long devotional will meet you where you are and accompany you through the rewarding,
challenging and God-ordained journey of motherhood. This pretty volume features a debossed cover design and text with gold foiled title and accent roses, an attached
ribbon page marker and a presentation page for gift-giving. The pink cover is constructed of quality man-made material with the look and feel of real leather (trade
name LuxLeather). 5 1/4 x 7 1/4 Inch - 392 Pages
One Moment with God-Ridgley B. Merritt Jr. 2011-12-08 The events of this story revolves around my true personal experience that occurred during the Fall of l982,
while sport diving in the Gulf of Mexico with three friends, John, Kitty, and Carlos. Danger was obvious for me, as a change in my breathing equipment occurred. At
that moment I knew my life was in jeopardy and I was fighting with all my strength. After being retrieved from the water and taken to a nearby hospital, I was treated
by a Physician and determined to have post traumatic stress syndrome and physical handicaps. The treatment process was difficult for myself and created a hardship
on my family. There were times I didn't think I was going to pull through, but my faith and my family were my main sources of energy.
A Moment with God for Mothers-Margaret Anne Huffman 2012-02 Meet God in a quiet moment
Quiet Moments with God-Lloyd John Ogilvie 2000-09-01 Rich with encouragement and wisdom, Quiet Moments with God is filled with prayers that nurture intimacy
with God. Readers will truly experience God's blessed assurance as they are comforted by God's promises to: provide guidance in moments of need give strength in
times of weakness surround them with His boundless love Readers will also experience the joy of knowing God cares and watches over them. (Formerly One Quiet
Moment.)
A Moment with God for Grandparents-Kel Groseclose 2011-06-01 A Moment with God for Grandparents, provides 58 prayers appropriate for their audience. Most
importantly with busy lifestyles today, the length of the prayers is short enough to be read in only a couple of minutes. The inclusion of a Scripture passage for every
prayer makes these books suitable for use in both personal and group devotion. Available in convenient pocket-size.
Sweet & Simple Moments with God-Kim Newlen 2016-04-01 As a busy woman, sometimes you’re running so fast that you forget to do the things that will most revive
your spirit and renew your heart. But taking just a few moments to pause and listen to God today will refresh you like you never imagined. Sweet and Simple Moments
with God is a book of God-sized blessings wrapped up in a small, pink package. A delightful gift for any woman, this devotional book will help you make every moment
count through spending sweet and simple time with the One who loves you best. (Adapted from The One Year Sweet and Simple Moments with God Devotional.)
A Moment with God for Fathers-Barry Culbertson 2011-06-01 Prayers for every dad, every day. Each of the pocket- or purse-sized books in the A Moment with God
series provides 58 brief prayers that can be read in a few short minutes at any time of day. Each prayer features Scripture for reflection and is appropriate for personal
or group devotion. A Moment with God books -- offer prayers for daily life situations -- address common concerns and needs -- make ideal gifts!
A Moment with God for Sunday School Teachers-Sarah McGinley 2011-08-01 Sometimes a moment with God is all a person needs as they move through their day.
Whether preparing for Sunday’s class or dealing with students and parents, the fifty-eight prayers with accompanying Scriptures found inside are perfect for you or any
Sunday school teacher you know. The prayers allow you to center and know God is with you as you work to serve. Now using the Common English Bible translation, you
can easily use the prayers for group devotion as well as for personal reflection time. The beautiful design and size make it a keepsake to treasure and remember. Some
of the prayers included are: As I Prepare My Sunday School Lesson On Communicating with Parents When I Pray in Class Coping with a Difficult Child Laughing with
the Children Praising Each Child in My Class and more!
God Moments-Alan D. Wright 2011-09-21 In a society that often focuses on its negative experiences, Alan Wright offers a refreshing new perspective: the positive
experiences we have daily are proof of God's active involvement in our lives. Alan encourages Christians needing hope to "remember God" -- to rediscover forgotten
joyous memories and understand that yesterday's hidden treasures are tomorrow's spiritual riches. In an inspirational style perfect for devotions, the author skillfully
leads readers to uncover the unshakable and uplifting evidence of their own God Moments. Now in a fresh, contemporary paperback cover!
Finding God in Each Moment-Carol Ann Smith 2006 The authors of Moment by Moment: A Retreat in Everyday Life offer a practical guide to finding God in every
relationship, allowing believers to become more perceptive of God's presence and action in their lives. Original.
Moments of Peace in the Presence of God: Morning and Evening Edition- 2010-10-01 This 365-day devotional features two readings for every day--one for morning and
one for evening. The unique crafting and blending of words and illustrations will appeal to readers of all ages, applying biblical wisdom to the challenges of today. With
imitation leather binding and a ribbon marker, this treasury of meditations is perfect for any gift-giving occasion.
Quiet Moments with God for Couples-Honor Books 2002 "This best-selling devotional series combines a favorite format that has sold millions with content focusing on
the inspiration, encouragement, and peace God can give in quiet moments with Him. Each devotional--over 50 in all--contains a powerful scripture, a thoughtful
quotation, and a short inspirational story and application of the scripture to contemporary life.Beautiful photos and artwork make this book a joy to behold and a
wonderful gift, though once you get a look at it, you'll want a copy for yourself!Quiet Moments with God for Couplesfeatures stories and verses couples of all ages will
find meaningful. "
Kingdom Woman-Carolyn Riggins 2020-05-12
Powerful Moments in the Presence of God-Lorraine Marie Varela 2015-09-01 A Beautiful Treasury of Inspiring Devotional Thoughts This beautiful devotional gift book
is for readers who want to experience God's presence in a new and exciting way. With amazing testimonies, inspirational messages, and four-color photographs taken
by the author, this book encourages readers to see God's power at work in the lives of everyday people. The devotional messages take only moments to read, but are
packed with biblical promise and perspective. Along with a message of faith and trust in a miracle-working God, each day's spread also includes a related Scripture that
points to timeless truth--and inspires readers to expect their own supernatural encounters with God.
GodMoments for Men (eBook)-Andrew Holmes 2012-06-07 In these busy days people of all ages and occupations are cramped for time. Discretionary time for reading
and devotions is severely limited. GODMOMENTS FOR MEN is designed to fit into readers’ busy schedules by offering “bite-sized” devotions that can be read in a few
minutes only. Often a short thought can stick with you and kick around in your mind in the spare moments of your day. That’s what these books are intended to
accomplish. GODMOMENTS FOR MEN offers devotions with a quick daily burst of inspiration.
Holy in the Moment-Ginger Harrington 2018-03-06 Enjoying life (zoe) in Christ comes in the choices we make moment-by-moment. Transparently sharing her struggles
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